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In the widespread coverage of the brutal murder of US Ambassador to Libya
Christopher Stevens and others in the US mission in Benghazi on 11 September 2012,
there has been much confusion over the character of the post. It has been repeatedly
described in the media as the American ‘consulate’ but the official position, recently
stated emphatically by the Report of the Accountability Review Board for Benghazi
(ARB) convened by secretary of state Hillary Clinton, is that ‘the U.S. Special
Mission in Benghazi was never a consulate and never formally notified [in any
character] to the Libyan government.’1 Indeed, it added at another point, its lack of
formal character (‘non-status’) left it as nothing more than a ‘temporary, residential
facility.’2 This quality of the mission was certainly significant because it had
bureaucratic consequences which contributed to its vulnerability.3 But it tells us
insufficient about the character of the mission and how and why this changed over its
short, unhappy life. In an attempt to contribute to a fuller picture it is as well to begin
with a brief look at Libya before Colonel Gaddafi seized power in 1969, because it is
not difficult to find in ‘Special Mission Benghazi’ a clear echo of the mode of
diplomatic representation in the country in those days.

The bifurcated state
What is now known as Libya but used to be known by the British as ‘Tripoli-inBarbary’ was until shortly before the First World War an Ottoman province or vilayet.
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At that juncture it was seized by the Italians and was their colony until Italy was in its
turn expelled from north Africa during the Second World War. The chief of Libya’s
three provinces, the coastal ones of Cyrenaica in the east (of which Benghazi was the
provincial capital) and Tripolitania in the north-west (the capital of which was
Tripoli) then came under British military administration, while the interior and wholly
desert province of Fezzan in the south fell under French control. But separatist
traditions were strong in all of these provinces, especially among the Senussi in
Cyrenaica, and it is not surprising, therefore, that it was only as a loose federation that
Libya achieved its independence at the end of 1951 and that it was 1963 before it
became a unitary state. Furthermore, under the new constitution it was settled that
Libya would have two capitals, Tripoli and Benghazi.4
Tripolitania was the most populous of Libya’s provinces and Tripoli – its
largest city – had been the governmental seat and military headquarters not just of the
province but of the whole of the Ottoman vilayet5 and subsequent Italian colony.
Compared to Cyrenaica, by the end of the Second World War the population of
Tripolitania was also believed to be at least ‘partially detribalized;’ and it was
certainly less nomadic and had more European settlers, chiefly of course from Italy.6
It was chiefly in Tripoli, therefore, that formal preparations were made for Libyan
independence in 1952, which Britain, having determined on Cyrenaica as the strategic
anchor of its preponderance in the Middle East in place of Egypt, had decided to
promote and then subsidise in collaboration with the UN.7 It was there that the UN
Council for Libya had established itself, that the Libyan National Assembly
announced its arrival in November 1950, and that the members of the provisional
Libyan cabinet assembled. And in these circumstances it was taken for granted that,
notwithstanding the constitutional provision for two capitals, Tripoli would be the
‘more equal’ of the two.8
Thus, while Libya’s principal territories were still under British military
administration the Americans had a large consulate-general in Tripoli but only a small
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consulate in Benghazi. And on independence it was in Tripoli that both the United
States and Britain opened their legations. Benghazi itself was condemned to relative
consular obscurity, although the British, who for the time being the United States
remained content to rely on as the paramount external power in Libya, bestowed on it
a consul-general.9
However, until its government was captured in a coup d’état by Colonel
Gaddafi in 1969, Libya was ruled by the pro-Western monarch King Idris I. And, as it
happened, the king was a native of Cyrenaica, indeed the spiritual as well as secular
leader of its Senussi sect. As a result, he preferred to run his government not from
Tripoli but from Benghazi – and sometimes Tobruk, where he also had a palace.10 The
upshot of this tug of war between Tripolitania and Cyrenaica was that in the course of
the 1950s it became customary for the Libyan government to alternate at two-year
intervals between Benghazi and Tripoli.11
Eventually realising that the expense and administrative dislocation caused by
this political merry-go-round was insupportable, at the end of the 1950s King Idris
decided to build a new capital (officially an ‘administrative centre’) at Baida on the
high plateau of the Jebel (also in Cyrenaica), the summer climate of which in any case
he much preferred.12 But it was 700 miles by road from Tripoli and 150 even from
Benghazi, and it had no airport. Unpopular with government officers, it is no surprise
therefore that it proved even more difficult for King Idris to shift the centre of Libyan
power to this remote new spot than it did for the great Atatürk to transfer the Turkish
capital from Istanbul to Ankara some decades earlier.13 The consequence was that by
the 1960s, instead of replacing two capitals with one, the king had given his country a
third.14 He was likened by diplomats to the medieval ruler who periodically moved
his court from one place to another, whether in order to find gentler weather and fresh
entertainment, demonstrate affection for all of his subjects, savour the delicacies with
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which their larders were stuffed, or remind those with short memories of the man who
was really in charge.15

The diplomatic response: a balancing act
Confronted by a monarch with fidgety medieval habits, the ambassadors accredited to
the Libyan government were under pressure to ape the habits of their own medieval
precursors and up sticks and follow him whenever he moved. In order to resist this or
at least mitigate its effects should they find it prudent to succumb, most of the states
which attached importance to their relations with Libya established permanent
diplomatic posts at Benghazi as well as at Tripoli, and a few – including the United
States – later did the same at Baida.16 This usually meant something more than just
notionally upgrading a consulate on the analogy of giving ‘local rank’ to an officer
higher than his pay-grade in order to inflate his importance in local eyes and give him
better access to circles of influence. It meant instead giving real substance to a
Benghazi mission as a diplomatic post, not least by giving it diplomatic officers with
political experience and no doubt one or more intelligence officers under diplomatic
cover.
After Libya’s independence, the most important foreign mission in Benghazi
was that of Britain. This was the successor to the pre-independence British Residency,
which had adopted this modest title following the grant of internal self-government to
Cyrenaica in autumn 1949.17 It regularly had several diplomats on its staff trained at
the Middle East Centre for Arab Studies at Shemlan near Beirut, and the head of the
post almost always had diplomatic as well as consular rank.18 Indeed, since the
general rule was that he always had the high diplomatic rank of counsellor (in
addition to that of consul-general) while the number two at Tripoli was only a first
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secretary, in the absence of the ambassador the head of mission at Benghazi became
at least nominally chargé d’affaires over the whole British mission in Libya.19 In May
1967, the month before the ‘Six-Day War’ in the Middle East in which the United
States and Britain were accused by Egypt of colluding with the Israelis and which as a
result led to attacks on their diplomatic premises in Libya, this mission had a
diplomatic staff of five. The US mission in Benghazi had four diplomatic staff, which
was significantly fewer than its earlier level (in 1962 it was nine-strong, including two
counsellors20) but in view of the violent assault it suffered this was just as well.
The diplomatic staffing of Benghazi missions generally avoided the need for
the wholesale removal of an embassy’s staff and equipment each time the Libyan
government moved and made it easier for an ambassador to function in Benghazi (or
Baida) should he still consider it expedient to spend time there himself, as some
certainly did.21 By the end of the 1950s states with diplomatic posts at Benghazi as
well as Tripoli already included Egypt, France, Italy, Turkey and Tunisia as well as
the United States and Britain,22 and by the middle of the following decade – by which
time high grade oil had been discovered in Cyrenaica – West Germany, Morocco,
Saudi Arabia and the Soviet Union had followed suit. By this time the largest
diplomatic post in Benghazi was actually that of neighbouring Egypt, with six
diplomatic staff.23
The Benghazi mission of these states was generally known either simply as an
‘embassy’, which was the British practice, or an ‘embassy branch office’, which
became the habit of the Americans.24 For its part, throughout the reign of King Idris
the Protocol Department of his foreign ministry gave to them all the title of ‘Benghazi
Chancery.’ This tradition did not immediately come to an end even with the coup
d’état which brought Colonel Gaddafi to power in 1969 and the beginnings of a
vigorous assertion of centralized power from Tripoli. As late as 1972 the British
government was still maintaining a substantial presence – 8 UK-based and 20 locally
19
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engaged staff – at what it was still calling the ‘British Embassy’ in Benghazi.25 In the
following year what were by that time being variously described in the Libyan foreign
ministry’s diplomatic list as ‘embassies’, ‘embassy branches’, ‘chanceries’, and
‘offices’ were being maintained by about ten states in Benghazi.26 And in 1978, the
last year for which the Libyan Diplomatic List was acquired by the Foreign Office
Library in a collection subsequently transferred to the University of Leicester, four
diplomatic posts were still retained at Benghazi, namely those of Saudi Arabia,
France, and Italy (each described as a ‘chancery’) and Syria (with a ‘branch office’).27
It is notable, however, that not all states adopted the practice of creating a
diplomatic post or second chancery in Cyrenaica. For example, in 1978 the four
Soviet-orbit states with missions in Benghazi styled them either a consulate or a
commercial office. Furthermore, those that did formally have a diplomatic post there,
among them the United States, Britain and France, were engaged in a balancing act
between the demands of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica even in the manner in which they
staffed these posts and presented them to different audiences.
In the case of France, for example, the Quai d’Orsay was evidently content for
King Idris’s foreign ministry to describe its mission in Benghazi as its ‘Benghazi
Chancery’, although this small post was described in its own diplomatic service list as
a ‘consulat;’ not so its mission in Sebha, the capital of its sphere of influence in the
Fezzan, which was very much a ‘chancellerie détachée.’28 Similarly, although the
British might have described their Benghazi mission as an ‘embassy’ in their own
published diplomatic service list and happily countenanced this in the diplomatic list
published in Libya, it is perfectly obvious that privately the Foreign Office treated it
as a consulate-general. For example, this is how it is repeatedly described in the
memoir of James Reeve, first secretary (commercial) at Tripoli in the late 1960s;29
and in presenting evidence on overseas expenditure to the House of Commons in an
obscure table headed ‘Subordinate Post Reductions 1969-79’ in an equally obscure
document, the Foreign Office described its status quite unambiguously as that of a
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‘consulate-general.’30 As for the Americans, they were equally consistent in the
published descriptions of their Benghazi mission in the Idris years. However, not only
did they – like the other states – generally preserve the main part of their diplomatic
operation in Libya in the Tripolitanian capital (it was upgraded from legation to
embassy status in November 1954) but they also formally styled as ‘principal officer’
the chief of their embassy branch office in Benghazi, which is the traditional
designation of the head of a US consular post. At one point in the early 1960s, when
the embassy office was created at Baida, their Benghazi mission was even temporarily
returned to the status of consulate which it had possessed until 1953.31
In short, the uncomfortably bifurcated nature of the Libyan state during the
Idris period and the first, nervous years of the young Colonel Gaddafi rendered it
expedient for those states with important interests in the country to give the title of
‘embassy’ or something similar to their missions in Cyrenaica and periodically staff
them and run them like embassies. As a rule, however, even the Americans and the
British were evidently keen to make sure that the Tripolitanians understood that
Benghazi was a post subordinate to Tripoli, and the best way to do this was, now and
again, to refer to their Benghazi missions, and treat them, as consulates. It was also as
well that their own diplomats understood this, especially in the case of those posted to
Benghazi, over 600 miles away from Tripoli. For even the chief of a formally
designated consular post, particularly a consulate-general geographically remote from
its ‘sovereign’ embassy, could give himself airs of independence and be disposed to
go his own way.32 To call such a post an ‘embassy’ for local reasons without some
emphatic private qualification would be asking for trouble.
The Tripoli-Benghazi balancing act ceased to be necessary – at least for the
United States, Britain and the Soviet Union – a few years after the arrival in power of
Colonel Gaddafi, who disliked diplomats in general33 and those from the most
powerful outside states in particular. In 1972 his foreign ministry instructed their
embassies to reduce their home-based staff to 15 and, faced with this cutback, at this
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juncture they closed their operations in Benghazi altogether.34 At this point let us fastforward.

The liaison office, April-September 2011
In conditions of escalating civil war the US embassy in Tripoli, in which Gene Cretz
was ambassador, was closed at the end of February 2011 and thereafter Washington
had no political presence in Libya until the beginning of April. At that point
Christopher Stevens, an Arabist who joined the US Foreign Service in 1991 and had
served as deputy chief of mission in Tripoli from 2007 until 2009, disembarked from
a Greek cargo ship at rebel-held Benghazi. He had become one of America’s
allegedly new species of ‘expeditionary diplomat’ and the point man of his country’s
‘surge in civilian power’ into strife-torn Libya.35 Diplomats like Stevens were now
being seen as the State Department’s own ‘special forces’: tough, brave, energetic,
charismatic, good at languages, experienced but still relatively young, and impatient
with regulations which might delay attainment of their goals. Stevens was not the
only foreign diplomat from states prominent in the anti-Gaddafi ranks to land in
Cyrenaica’s capital at about this time but he was possibly the only one to arrive with
quite this kind of mantle.36
There is no mistaking why it was to Benghazi that these diplomats were sent.
As the ARB Report observed:
Benghazi, the largest city and historical power center in eastern Libya, was the
launching point for the uprising against Qaddafi and a long time nexus of antiregime activism. It also served as the rebel-led Transitional National Council’s base
of operations. Eastern Libya (Cyrenaica) had long felt neglected and oppressed by
Qaddafi, and there had been historic tensions between it and the rest of the country.
Throughout Qaddafi’s decades-long rule, eastern Libya consistently lagged behind
Tripoli in terms of infrastructure and standard of living even as it was responsible
for the vast majority of Libya’s oil production. Stevens’ presence in the city was
seen as a significant sign of U.S. support for the TNC and a recognition of the
resurgence of eastern Libya’s political influence.37
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It added that Benghazi was also the place from which Gaddafi had started his own
revolution against King Idris in 1969. Subsequently, too, the ‘marginalization’ of the
city to which his combination of oppression and neglect had led had fostered the
growth of a Salafist jihadist movement in the eastern province.38 Clearly, there were
many reasons for an active US presence in Benghazi, not least for a major CIA
operation requiring diplomatic cover.39
Together with one political officer and a security contingent, Stevens installed
himself initially in a hotel and shortly afterwards in a private walled compound
containing several villas.40 (The CIA station was very discreetly set up in an ‘annex’ a
little over a mile away.)41 He had been sent as ‘Special Envoy to the Libyan
Transitional National Council (TNC)’ and it subsequently became usual for the
American administration to refer to his post either as the ‘Expeditionary U.S. Special
Mission’ in Benghazi42 or more simply as ‘Special Mission Benghazi’. However, this
sort of language was always misleading because as well as being temporary a special
mission has a narrow remit. In reality the US mission in Cyrenaica’s capital, which
soon had a large staff provided by the State Department’s Bureau of Conflict and
Stabilization Operations, was – like those of Germany, Switzerland, Malta, the UK
and the EU – simply a liaison office,43 a de facto embassy to or from an unrecognized
state or government. The object of this office was to assist the TNC to prepare for ‘a
post-Gaddafi democratic government.’44 As well as providing the State Department
with eyes and ears on the ground and consolidating the goodwill earned by the US
government for supporting the anti-Gaddafi rebellion, among other things this meant
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facilitating ‘the delivery of non-lethal military assistance’ and launching a programme
to collect dangerous weapons.45 No time limit could be put on such a mission.

The hybrid mission, September 2011-September 2012
On 15 July 2011 the United States recognised the TNC as the ‘legitimate governing
authority’ of Libya, although the TNC remained in Benghazi because Gaddafi’s
forces were not yet beaten. But the US liaison office was not simultaneously
transformed into an embassy, presumably because the Libyan situation remained fluid
and the State Department anticipated gaining nothing from the TNC by such a change
in status of which it was not already assured, that is, little if anything. Besides, the
former rebels wished to move to Tripoli as soon as Gaddafi was defeated, and on top
of this the United States already had an ambassador to Libya waiting to be sent back.
In the event, Tripoli fell at the end of August 2011 and the TNC immediately
began shifting the government to this city, traditionally the more important of Libya’s
two capitals. On 22 September it was there that Cretz officially re-opened the
American embassy.46 But, as the ARB Report noted, many of the ‘influential players’
in the TNC remained in Benghazi.47 It was also by no means certain that the Libyan
state would remain united. Indeed, in March 2012, against a background of weak
TNC control from Tripoli, loud calls began to be heard from the Cyrenaican capital
demanding a return to the 1951 federal constitution and even for independence; these
were muted in the July elections for the national assembly but did not go away.48
What was to become of the US mission in Benghazi in these circumstances?
The liaison office had almost immediately been denuded of personnel at the
expense of the embassy, which is not surprising. (USAID moved its own permanent
presence to Tripoli.)49 But what is surprising, even astonishing, is that at this point,
September 2011, it was decided to close it altogether by the end of the year,50 even
though Stevens himself believed that the United States needed a long term presence in
45
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Benghazi.51 No explanation of this decision has been given and it must be assumed
that it was chiefly a result of the disposition, so lamented by the ARB Report, of ‘a
few State Department managers to favor restricting the use of resources as a general
orientation.’52 In mid-November Stevens was withdrawn and no new ‘special envoy’
was appointed.53 Shortly after this the regional security officer at the embassy in
Tripoli Eric Nordstrom learned that no replacement had been earmarked for his junior
counterpart at Benghazi, who was due to leave on 19 December. Failing a
replacement, he said, the number of Diplomatic Security agents would drop to a
perilous level. ‘Is there a plan for a closure of operations in Benghazi or will we be at
this level for some time?’ he asked.54
At the end of December Nordstrom got his answer. It was decided, after all, to
extend the life of the Benghazi mission, albeit on a reduced scale compared to the
level at which it had peaked prior to the shift of the TNC to Tripoli. The reasons for
this were spelled out in the recommendation in support of this action made by the
head of the State Department’s regional bureau concerned, Assistant Secretary for
Near Eastern Affairs Jeffrey Feltman, who had visited Benghazi in May 2011 (on that
occasion inviting the TNC to open its own ‘liaison office’ in Washington55) and again
in August. According to Feltman, a ‘small State-run presence in Benghazi’ would
emphasise American interest in Cyrenaica and thus reassure the population that it
would get a better deal in the new Libya than it had enjoyed under Gaddafi; for this
reason, he said, many Libyans ‘strongly favor a permanent U.S. presence in the form
of a full consulate.’ In addition, some government agencies remained in Benghazi and
others, such as the National Oil Company, might be expected to move their
headquarters to it; reporting on political developments in eastern Libya, especially
during the ‘critical summer elections period’ in 2012, would be facilitated; finally,
some of the benefits of US programmes only recently launched, for example to
strengthen civic society groups, might be lost if the mission were no longer to be there
to nurture them. Although, admitted Feltman, whose argument was underpinned by
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the unspoken assumption that the post would foster US influence in Cyrenaica, there
was a question mark over the intention of the British, French, EU and UN to preserve
their own missions in Benghazi, nine states plus the Palestinian Authority had
‘consulates’ in the city.56
In view of the force of Feltman’s argument and what appears to have been its
prompt acceptance, why was the opportunity of this reassessment not used to seek the
consent of the TNC in Tripoli to conversion of the liaison office into a consulate,
which consent would have been required by Article 4 of the Vienna Convention on
Consular Relations (1963), to which the United States and Libya were both parties?57
After all, the idea that it should become a ‘full consulate’ seemed implicit in
Feltman’s memo. Indeed, it is obvious that he – like just about everyone else –
regarded it as in effect already a consulate. (Following the departure of Stevens it was
headed by a ‘principal officer’,58 which is the traditional State Department term for
the number one in a consular post; and in discussing the host state’s legal obligation
to give special protection to the Benghazi mission, the later Senate Report on the
attack which killed Stevens chose to emphasise the Vienna Convention on Consular,
not Diplomatic, Relations.59) Conversion of the liaison office to a ‘full consulate’ was
also what Feltman believed the Libyans in the east wanted. Furthermore, it could
hardly have displeased the TNC because it would have reassured them of
Washington’s view that Benghazi was subordinate to Tripoli and that Cyrenaica was
part of a unitary Libyan state – as a rule, states do not usually have un-notified
‘special missions’ to provinces of other sovereign states, especially those with a
history of separatist sentiment, unless they want to make trouble.
But Feltman did not recommend that the liaison office should be formally
converted to a consulate. Instead, he urged simply that the life of this ‘U.S. presence’
should be extended for one year, this period apparently having been chosen on the
grounds that the leases on the properties it occupied were renewable on an annual
basis.60
There seems little doubt that this decision was prompted chiefly by worry
about money. Creating a formal consulate would have implied an indefinite and
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therefore perhaps costly commitment and Feltman seems to have concluded that
prolonging the mission in its existing form was the most to be hoped for. There were
certainly no legal advantages in continuing to designate this post ‘Special Mission
Benghazi’, for neither the United States nor Libya were parties to the Convention on
Special Missions (1969) and the weak arm of the TNC government meant that it
would have made little difference to the protection afforded to the post if they had
been and the mission had been formally admitted under its terms.61 On the other hand,
it might have been thought that there were political compensations in retaining this
designation. After all, as we have seen, during the Idris years the embassies in Tripoli
had found it expedient to disguise their consulates in Benghazi with a diplomatic
colouring, as ‘embassies’ or ‘embassy branch offices’, in order to curry favour with
pro-autonomy sentiment in the Senussi province. And in light of the chaotic condition
of Libya in late 2011 and the widespread fear that this would both encourage and
facilitate Cyrenaican separatism, the State Department might well have seen
advantage in similarly maintaining a ‘diplomatic’ post in Benghazi. Its institutional
memory of Libya, not least as recorded in the oral history records of US diplomats
who had served there in the earlier period and on which the first half of this article has
drawn, was well enough informed of the precedent. But no direct evidence of this has
yet emerged.
Whatever the full explanation, it was thus that the liaison office became a
diplomatic hybrid: part de facto consulate by virtue of its varied workload and
provincial subordination to the Tripoli embassy and still part special mission by virtue
of its ‘temporary’ status and ‘expeditionary’ élan.

Conclusion
During Libya’s years under King Idris, when for most of the time it had a federal
constitution, many embassies in Tripoli found it necessary, sometimes for practical
and always for symbolic reasons, to perform a balancing act with Benghazi by
maintaining ‘diplomatic’ posts in that city which they regarded as really consulates.
Although not chiefly for the same reason, the Americans adopted a similar practice

61
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immediately prior and subsequent to the fall of Colonel Gaddafi in 2011. However,
even after they recognized the TNC as the government of Libya in July, they
remained much vaguer about the character of the post than they had been in the 1950s
and 1960s, although it was clearly a liaison mission to the rebel leadership to begin
with and then a hybrid of an unlicensed consulate and a special mission. Well
conceived hybrids produce stronger growths. This one seems to have been one into
which the State Department stumbled, with the lamentable consequences documented
in the ARB Report.
Diplomatic hybrids of this sort, otherwise known as ‘temporary residential
facilities’, are swiftly established in chaotic, lawless environments and are clearly
expected to be the main feature of expeditionary diplomacy. Can they be made more
secure? The ARB Report believes so, urging that this can be achieved by giving them
minimum security standards, together with more money, better training for their
occupants, and so on. But, because of the supreme value of knowledge of local
conditions, it also argues for the assignment of ‘critical personnel’ to all posts in high
threat environments for at least a year and of others for no less than 120 days.62 Ergo,
‘temporary’ means a minimum of 12 months. Perhaps, therefore, since this adjective
at once conjures up the prospect of the waste of any resources invested in a project
prefixed by it, and therefore simultaneously stimulates a reluctance to produce them,
it would be better to abandon the category of ‘temporary residential facility’
altogether. It also sends out all the wrong signals to the local population. If residential
facilities are needed for diplomats in threatening environments they should be set up
on the announced assumption that they will be there for the foreseeable future and
staffed and protected accordingly, or – if the risks become too great – retained as
offices for occasional use by staff withdrawn to a safer distance, as in the case of the
British mission in Benghazi following the attack on the British ambassador’s convoy
in June 2012.63 ‘Temporary’ is a dangerous word.

62
63
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